
Play Advisor Contact Information: 

NEW STEM PLAY  
ADDITIONS! 

NEW! iTrax™ Critical Thinking Game 
#3402 | $22.00  
from 6 years+ 
 

A game of tactical tracking & speed! Use problem 
solving and a keen eye to find the one path on the game 
card that connects 2 cubes. Includes 44 pieces, 25 
double-sided pattern cards, and activity guide. 

NEW! Counting Dino-Sorters  
Math Activity Set 
#2754 | $32.00 (a, b, f) 
from 3 years+ 
 

A fun way to learn about counting and colors... Sturdy little 
dinos are tucked inside the eggs for surprise counting fun! 10 
2-piece dino eggs, 55 counters, activity guide. 

NEW! MAPS Activity Book* 
#3401| $17.00 (a, e) 
from 7 years+ 
 

Informative and imaginative activities for young explorers 
everywhere.  Bursting with fascinating facts and puzzles from 
around the world, this book offers hours of entertainment. 
Paperback activity book, 72 pp. 

NEW! PAPER WORLD: PLANET EARTH* 
#4160| $25.00 (a, d) 
from 8 years+ 
 

Ingenious paper cutouts reveal amazing details of our 
planet from bubbling volcanoes to rushing rivers to the 
interior of the earth.  Hardcover, 30 pp. 

Purchases of 50 or more of any one product by an organization require 
preapproval from DT Corporate.  ©2020 Discovery Toys.  All Rights Reserved.  
 

*Unconditional product guarantee within 30 days. 



NEW OUTDOOR PLAY 
ADDITIONS! 

Purchases of 50 or more of any one product by an organization require 
preapproval from DT Corporate.  ©2020 Discovery Toys.  All Rights Reserved.  
 

*Unconditional product guarantee within 30 days. 

NEW! 50 Things To Do Before You’re 11¾:  
An Outdoor Adventure Book* 
#4141 | $10.00 (d) 
from 8 years+ 
  

Let’s go outside! This inspiring and fun-filled guide is bursting 
with ideas to help kids discover activities in the great outdoors 
and get closer to nature.  The pocket-sized companion contains 
fifty fantastic activities and is full of handy tips, nature facts, 
and activity checklists.   Flexiback book. 96 pp. 

NEW! We’re Going on a Bear Hunt: 
My Explorer’s Journal* 
#3023 | $15.00 (b, d) 
from 6 years+ 
  

This interactive journal is the perfect place for young nature 
enthusiasts to record their outdoor experiences: animals and 
plants seen, weather conditions, and much more! With simple, 
nature-inspired projects to complete and abundant space to 
write, draw, and preserve leaves, flowers and memories. 
Hardcover. 96 pp. 

NEW! GeoSafari Jr. Critter Habitat* 
#2222 | $24.00 (a, d) 
from 3 years+ 
  

This super-sized critter habitat is perfect for curious little 
learners and junior nature enthusiasts! Collect and observe 
bugs, frogs, fish, rocks, leaves, flowers and more in a safe, 
critter-friendly environment you can carry.  Gallon-sized clear 
plastic water-tight habitat includes 5 built-in magnification 
spots, rotating feeder for easy feeding, rubber-grip handle, and 
snug-fit locking lid with air holes, keeping critters happy and 
safe. Supports wet and dry habitats. 



NEW LANGUAGE 
PLAY ADDITIONS! 

Purchases of 50 or more of any one product by an organization require 
preapproval from DT Corporate.  ©2020 Discovery Toys.  All Rights Reserved.  
 

*Unconditional product guarantee within 30 days. 

NEW! Snap It Up!® Phonics & Reading Game  
#3084 | $12.00 (a, d) 
from 6 years+ 
  

This exciting, fast-paced card game provides kids with hard-
hitting practice in reading skills! Players pick and pass cards as 
fast as they can to spell words.  It’s fast! It’s crazy! All players 
simultaneously try to make words using one or more of their 
orange cards and the purple card int eh center.  And it’s so 
much fun, kids will want to snap it up again and again! Includes 
90 cards. 

NEW! The Great Grammar Book* 
#3086 | $25.00 (a) 
from 7 years+ 
  

Want to turn grammar into a game? Name the pictures to get a 
handle on nouns. Spin a wheel to see verbs in action. Flip some 
flaps and put a few adjectives to work, creating some silly 
characters in the process. And what do pronouns have to do with 
looking in a mirror — or prepositions with walking a dog through a 
pop-up park? There’s nothing boring about learning the basics of 
grammar with this jam-packed fun house of a lesson book. 
Hardcover novelty. 14 pp. 

NEW! Trace & Learn Writing Activity Set 
#2753 | $17.00 (a, e) 
from 3 years+ 
  

Children will love to practice writing letters, shapes, lines and 
more! The portable boards has a write & wipe window so it can 
be used over and over again along with a place to hold standard 
8.5 x 11 and A4 paper and included marker. Includes 10 durable 
double-sided cards, dry-erase marker. 


